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"sounds to e
ike duress and/or dementia," said
Scott.
"You sho ld be able to break the new plan."
"You know what they did?" said Chip.
"They went
back to that Kenwood lawyer to prepare the new documents.
He had the m use the same psychologist, nurses, banker,
and the same videotaper go through the same procedure we
had him do.
Dad wants us to be satisfied that
everything's on the up and up. What's more, the lawyer
stuck an 'in terrorem clause' in the trust.
If we
contest, we will lose what little he does leave us."
So it is that we find Chip
back on 1-71 to
Columbus for another CLE session - thinking:
"Well, at
least I didn't tell anyone other than my sisters about
Scott's magic conduit trust.
If the IRS boys ever find
ou~ about that one - we'd get another Tax Relief Act real
quick. "
The subject of Chip's next CLE?
How to Break Them."
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A SETTLED ISSUE?
December 8, 1997

Eugene L. Saenger

This ~aper has been a bit difficult hecause of the
random development of events. On the occasion of my
last paper at the Literary Club, a number of members
had gathered to hear me relate a mea culpa as to just
how my ox had been gored in attempting to defend a
considerable portion of my life that had been devoted
to research involving human beings. Fortunately I was
able to disguise the title in such a way as to mislead
the audience and yet get a few laughs.
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Until a few weeks ago I was happily embarked on
the same course when suddenly we were confronted by a
decision which, although preliminary, was for the first
time in our favor.
Of course it would not be
appropriate to dwell on this topic in extenso so that
the subject must be deferred for an indefinite time or
perhaps forever.
For many years my life has revolved about many
aspects of ionizing radiation both medical, involving
matters of public health, and public policy.
So much
so that wa9~ such as Dr. Charles Carothers would derive
great humor by asking me in public "Have you made
anyone radioactive today" followed by his accustomed
cackle and a thigh slap. All of this in spite of my
severe internal pain brought on by such levity.
A most prestigious organization in this field is
the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurement, complete with a Congressional charter. At
its annual meeting there is an orator, an individual of
distinction, who after his address is feted with an
elegant dinner attended by previous orators, wives and
others.
In the particular evening, the speaker, a
distinguished physicist from the California Institute
of Technology had been willing to exchange only a few
words with a lowly radiologist from Cincinnati, namely
myself.
Nevertheless I found that I was seated at
table with his wife.
She was a tall, pale lady,
somewhat withdrawn, but with delicate features.
Accustomed to being at dinners of this sort, she
immediately inquired as to my occupation.
I hate
questions of this sort so I responded that I was an x ray doctor.
To my astonishment she was allover me
like a tent.
It turned out that recently she had
undergone a mammogram (an x-ray examination of the
breast).
Having scrutinized her in some detail, as is
my wont, I have concluded that her contour from the
waist up could best be described as boyish.
Accordingly my replies to her detailed questions were
brief. After about twenty minutes we had exhausted
every detail of the topic and her relevant anatomy.
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I leaped
h e attack by asking what she did with
her t ime . S e i form ed me that she was a cosmologist
wit h a phD degree . Being fascinated by this austere
woman I i mmediate ly pos e d the question as to how she
cou l d justify bl ack holes wh i ch at that time were not
well u nderstood by Midwestern x - ray doctors.
She
immedia tely turned to the gentleman on the other side
and i g nored me for the remainder of the evening.
The poi nt of all of this is that I have had great
trouble in eliciting an answer to this and other parts
of related cosmological and evolutionary topics so here
we go t o g et he r . And all from a couple of bee stings!
BLACK HOLES AND COSMOLOGY
The episode, just described, had an effect on me.
Beginning at a very young age, I would become greatly
upset when a tale was told to me that didn't,make
sense.
Usually it was my lack of understandlng. As a
result, I would dig into whatever t opic came up and
would stay with it until I had it resolved.
Rarely
would I give up.
The simplest explanation of a black hole is that
it is formed when a collapsed star has more mass than
three suns.
It does not have a surface in the usual
sense.
It is not visible directly because it is black.
It digests anything t hat gets into it.
If this cursory
explanation satisfies anyone I'll be surprised.
The
whole thing reminds me of the story about a certain
type of bird, a flying emu.
This bird was born with
one wing shorter than the other.
It would fly in an
ever decreasing ellipse until it finally disappeared up
its own asshole.
That is why you don't see too many
flying emus.

A reference on this topic is entitled "WHY AREN'T
BLACK HOLES BLACK." Written by a geologist and a
biochemist they dwell at length on some shortcomings of
Science as well as on its considerable achievements.
Most intere sting to me was and is an ongoing hubbub
r e garding a ll aspects of evolution.
The late time I
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looked Darwin was firmly in the drivers' seat backed by
most scientific nabobs.
Also the cosmologists were running loose.
Now
about this cosmology thing, there are few points about
which I am none too clear. The entire question of the
o rigin of the universe and the development of theories
a nd practical consequences are bewildering. What is
p articularly confusing to me is the question as to
whether the universe is or is not infinite.
Some major
p layers including Einstein indicate that the infinite
niverse is the correct viewpoint.
I can buy that,
s ince if the unIverse is expanding endlessly it should
work in both directions.
Thus there should not be an
e dge.
But then there is evidence of the Big Bang
o c curring some 10 to 15 billion years ago based in
arge part on findings that the universe appears to be
e xpanding.
More of the players at this time favor this
c o ncept.
Of course this says that there was a
o e ginning and at this point I am in trouble. As an
i n finity believer it is not fair to want to have it
bo th ways.
The model makers including a number of
. o bel Laureates are comfortable with this view but that
o es not mean that I will yield.
There are some reasons for my posit i on.
For
e xample, the idea that the universe is infinite depends
o n which model is selected.
The choices are several.
There is the expanding model with recent evidence that
e xpansion is taking place albeit at perhaps a slower
r ate now than earlier. Others describe a closed
u niverse and also a flat universe.
There is a constant
c alled the Omega factor, calculated on the density of
matter within the universe but this constant has been
found to have different values.
I guess that shifting
v alues in a c o nstant is OK but I was not brought up
t hat way.
None of this is meant to be critical in a negative
sense.
The players in this fandango sound like the
floor show put on by the comedian, Jackie Paar.
The
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Also the cosmologists were running loose.
Now
about this cosmology thing, there are few points about
which I am none too clear.
The entire question of the
origin of the universe and the development of theories
and practical consequences are bewildering. What is
particularly confusing to me is the question as to
whether the universe is or is not infinite.
Some major
playe rs including Einstein indicate that the infinite
universe is the correct viewpoint.
I can buy that,
since if the universe is expanding endlessly it should
work in both directions.
Thus there should not be an
edge,
But then there is evidence of the Big Bang
occurring some 10 to 15 billion years ago based in
large part on findings that the universe appears to be
expanding. More of the players at this time favor this
concept.
Of course this says that there was a
beginning dnd at this point I am in trouble . As an
infinity believer it is not fair to want to have it
both ways.
The model makers including a number of
Nobel Laureates are comfortable with this view but that
does not mean that I will yield.
There are some reasons for my position.
For
example, the idea that the universe is infinite depends
on which model is selected.
The choices are several.
There is the expanding model with recent evidence that
expansion is taking place albeit at perhaps a slower
rate now than earlier.
Others describe a closed
universe and also a flat universe.
There is a constant
called the Omega factor, calculated on the density of
matter within the universe but this constant has been
found to have different values.
I guess that shifting
values in a constant is OK but I was not brought up
that way.
None of this is meant to be critical in a negative
sen se . The players in this fandango sound like the
floor show put on by the comedian, Jackie Paar.
The
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our understanding of the real world. This methodology
will continue to probe and test new and old ideas so as
to verify or discard concepts as they are presented.
What additional understanding is provided by a
review of the many elegant studies of cosmic evolution
as is understood today? It provides a clear
understanding of the use of the formal methods of
science in determining the validity of facts obtained
from researches and their interpretations. This
analytical process, although frequently ignored, is
clearly set forth in publications on statistics and
experimental design.
Just a few points will be
presented here.
In the broad area of cosmology data
are obtained mostly by observation, however advanced
the means of detection.
In general, experiments
manipulating planets are not possible although
manipulation of means of detecting phenomena can be
subjected to the rigors of experimental design.
In
most fields of physics, chemistry, and biology, the use
of these techniques is far more commonly employed than
in cosmology.
In brief, the scientifIc approach consists first
of setting up hypotheses to be tested.
Ideally there
are two, one which states a question and the other than
the question to be tested will not turn out to be
valid. An example of appropriate hypotheses testing:
The Hubble Telescope on a satellite has better image
definition than the telescope in Arizona.
It is
especially important that initially the two detectors
have a reasonable likelihood that either outcome is
possible.
If the initial hypothesis is so weighted
that only the satellite will be found to be infinitely
better, then the conclusion will be invalid.
Similarly
an "hypothesis" that is only a single statement without
a comparison will give an incorrect conclusion. The
resulting confusion tests the confidence that one can
place in the scientific method. Note that the analysis
of the correctly selected hypothesis will either
support or deny the hypotheses tested but will not
"prove" a point.
It will only say that one outcome is
more likely than another. One can see that the ease of
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abusing t hi s forma analysis provides great leeway for
false and inc rrect posit ions which are incorrectly
labe led as be ' ng "proven" and "valid".
There are many ways in which Science is invoked
under circumstances in which either the method is used
incorrectly or pseudoscience is invoked.
There are
examples of large scale experiments properly carried
out.
One such is a study of the change in distribution
of the barnacle Balanus after introduction of another
barnacle, Ch thamal us , done in the wild in 1961 . This
methodology was revolutionary in applying experimental
techniques to the environment rather than doing the
same experiment within a laboratory.
Dramatic change
in a California ecosystem by removing a species of
starfish was followed within a year by the common
California mussel crowding out other invertebrates and
radically changing the ecosystem. Of course this type
of change in ecosystems continues to be carried out
inadvertently countless times as our rivers and streams
are polluted by man leading to destruction of native
fish populations.
" To i~lustrate this concept further, in his chapter
on The F~ne Art of Baloney Detection" Carl Sagan lists
a number of statements that are authoritative - and
fall in the category of what has not been proven false
must be true:
•

•

•
•

There is no compelling evidence that UFOs are
not visiting the earth, therefore UFOs exist
and there is intelligent life elsewhere in
the Universe.
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all Americans have below average
intelligence.
•

I've thrown three sevens in a row.
can ' t lose.

Tonight I

RETURN TO DARWIN
There are some ambiguities in the ways we regard
the Universe at this time.
Certain Darwinian
principles - natural selection, classed by swimme and
Berry, as "life's power to sculpt diven:;; r oY i n a
creative fashion", gives a positive spin to the concept
of survival of the fittest.
It is attractive and
c omforting to look around this room and to realize that
our position in the hierarchy of living things is
f ortunate and positive reflecting our good breeding
(selection) and our exemplary life styles.
Particularly attractive are statements about happy
birds twittering in spring while new flowers burst into
b loom.
I have always questioned this symphony of the
b irds suspecting that they are calling their putative
mates to get with nest building or sex but in no way
seeking to entertain us while they are in the wild.
There is a quote by the well known scientist, Richard
Dawkins, that gives a quite different view probably
c loser to the facts.
"The total amount of suffering per year in the
n atural world is beyond all decent contemplation.
During the minute that it takes me to compose this
sentence, thousands of animals are being eaten alive,
many others are running for their lives, whimpering
with fear, others are slowly being devoured from within
by rasping parasites, thousands of all kinds are dying
from starvation, thirst, and disease.
It must be so.
If there ever is a time of plenty, this very fact will
automatically lead to an increase in the population
until the natural state of starvation and misery is
restored.
In a universe of electrons and selfish
genes, blind physical forces and genetic replication,
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some people a re going t o get hurt, other people are
going to g et lucky, and you won't find any rhyme or
reason in it, nor any justice. The universe that we
observe has p r ec i sely the properties we should expect
if there is, at bottom, no design, no purpose, no evil,
no good, nothing but pitiless indifference."
DARWIN TODAY
There are a number of "issues" revolving about
Darwin and his classical doctrines.
Some of these
issues may be only "fine tuning. II One of these
concerns, determination of whose influence is greater,
the classical biologist (i.e. the one with the
butterfly net and deerskin shoes) or the molecular
biologist, or the geneticist.
It seems safe at this
point to say that the major arguments concerning our
understanding of evolution come from the creationists.
- - -------------------------- - ---

It is the creationists who mount the major attack
on our current thoughts about evolution. These battles
are ongoing. The original thesis of the origins of our
world were based on the Bible and are no longer
employed by the sophisticated writers on this topic.
The best known episode in this debate was the Scopes
trial, primarily for the verbal defeat of William
Jennings Bryan by Clarence Darrow. The fine of $100,
levied against Scopes was trivial.
Several years later
the Tennessee Supreme Court reversed Scopes' conviction
even while upholding the statute.
In 1967 the act was
repealed.
Thus the effort to make fundamentalism a
basis for supporting evolution failed.
This state of beliefs did not deter current
~rit~rs o~ Cre~tionism.
They have made a major change
ln dlrectlon wlth the claim that creation science is a
valid in~erpretation of the origin of life and just
happens ln some ways to coincide with the Bible. Their
aim is to be able to present these viewpoints along
side the present teachings of neo-Darwinian thinking so
as to let st u dents decide for themselves. All of this
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while still maintaining that the earth is only a few
thousand years old rather than 5 billion and that
natural radioactivity is only a few thousand years old.
During the '70s and '80s more than twenty states
considered legislation to require creationism to be
taught along with evolution in the public schools.
Such laws were passed in Arkansas and Louisiana stating
that creationism was scientifically correct and
requiring equal time.
This act was overthrown out in
Federal Court in Arkansas.
Judge William Overton ruled
that creationism is no more than the Biblical version
of Genesis; thus teaching this in the public schools
would violate the First Amendment clause against the
"establishment of religion." Curiously in 1995,
Alabama passed the following act:
"Copy of Insert to be Placed in all Biology Textbooks.
Adopted by the Alabama State Board of Education
on November 9, 1995
--- - - - - - ---- - - - --- - -------------

A Message from the Alabama State Board of Education
This textbook discusses evolution, a controversial
theory some scientists present as a scientific
explanation for the origin of living things such as
plants, animals and humans.
No one was present when
life first appeared on earth. Therefore, any statement
about life's origins should be considered as theory,
not fact.
The word "evolution" may refer to many types of
change.
Evolution describes changes that occur within
a species.
(White moths, for example, may "evolve"
into gray moths . ) This process is microevolution,
which can be observed and described as fact.
Evolution may also refer to the change of one
living thing to another, such as reptilec into birds.
This process, called macroevolution, has never been
observed and should be considered a theory.
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Evoluti o a so ref ers to the unproven beli 7f,that
random, undirected forces produced a wor~d of llvlng
things.
There ar~ many unanswere~ ques~10ns about the
origin of life wh1ch are not ment10ned 1n your
textbooks, includi ng:

•

t
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Why did the major groups of animals suddenly
appear in the fossil record (known as the
Cambri an Explosion)?

c
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•

Why have no new major groups of living things
appeared in the fossil record in a long time?

•

Why do major groups of plants and animals
have no transitional forms in the fossil
record?

•

How did you and all living things come to
possess such a complete and complex set of
"instructions" for building a living body?
Study hard and keep an open mind.
Someday
you may contribute to the theories of how
living things appeared on earth."
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The opposition today by citizens at large rests on
their feelings against politically imposed "scientific
truth" provided by a political system and the personal
beliefs of an entrenched political leadership.
Ne vertheless the beat goes on. Writing in 1993,
Ray Bohlin, PhD, University of Texas and Director of
Communication of the Probe Ministry of Texarkana, TX
reasons as follows:
"Natural selection does explain
how organisms adapt to minor changes in their
environment. Natural selection allows organisms to do
what God commanded them to do.
That is to be fruitful
and multiply.
Natural selection does not, however,
explain the crucial question of how complex adaptations
arose in the first place."
In 1996 Mark Hartwig, PhD, in the Family Citizen
Magazine, writes an article entitled "Darwinists Deny
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the Obvious." He quotes a Berkeley law professor,
Phillip Johnson as follows:
"The heart and soul of Darwinism is its
unquestioned allegiance to naturalism.
To a Darwinist,
nature is all there is.
If God exists at all, he's
more of an onlooke r than a creator.
That being the
case Darwinism must be true because nothing else works,
God is out of the picture, and other naturalistic
t heories are even worse than Darwinism.
Obviously we
c an't expose c hildren to this evidence, because they
might be confus e d and think that there really is
e vidence against Darwinists. That's how the reasoning
goes."
Of all the current experts supporting creationism,
t he individual getting the most attention within the
p ast several years is Michael J. Behe, PhD, an
a ssociate professor of biochemistry at Lehigh
University.
He is the author of a number of papers in
molecular biology published in well accepted reference
j ournals.
In 1996 he published a book, "Darwin's Black
Box:
The Biochemical Challenge to Evolution." The
b asic premise is that there cannot be a design without
a designer.
As one example of his reasoning, there is the
e xample (parable) of groundhogs crossing the highway.
A groundhog is sitting on the side of a road several
t imes wider than the Schuylkill expressway.
There are
a thousand lanes in each direction filled with vehicles
travelling at high speed. Your sweetheart on the other
s ide is beseeching you to cross over.
There are many
g roundhog lovers dead in lane one and progressively
d ecreasing numbers in the next several lanes.
Furthermore you must cross with your eyes closed.
You
c an only close your eyes and pray.
This story is told by Behe to illustrate "a
problem of gradualistic evolution citing several
systems of such complexity as not being amenable to
solution without a creator."
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liAs the re is 0 absolute barrier on this 1000 lane
highway at rush ho r, similarly, t~ere is nO,abso~ute
barrie r to the production of protelns, nuclelc aClds,
or any other bioc hemical by imag i nable, natural
chemical processes; however the slaughter on the
highway is unbe arable.
Not rigorous proof but an
example of creationist philosophy.
II

Critics of this kind of premise have been
vigorous.
Fallacies of Behe's logic include these
statements from one critical reviewer:

•

Molecular evolution:
"a lot of sequences,
some math and no answers."

•

The evolution of complexities is unaddressed
and unexplained.

•

There is a conspiracy of silence among
scientists concerning the failure of
Darwinian explanation.

THE BLIND WATCHMAN
A revealing argument revolves about the Blind
Watchmen . As Behe argues, if one stumbles over a stone
on a pathway, such an event has little or no global
meaning.
If, however a watch is found under comparable
circumstances, where was the watch produced without an
intelligent designer?
,The blind watchmaker example as described by
Dawklns states that in Nature it is the blind force of
p~ysics.
A true ,watchmaker has foresight; he designs
hlS cogs and sprlngs and plans their future
interconnections with a future purpose in his mind's
eye. N~tural selection, the blind unconscious
automatlc which Darwin discovered, and which i~ the
explanation for the existence and apparently purposeful
form of all life , has no purpose in mind.
It has no
mind and no mind's eye.
It does not plan for the
future. It has no vision, no foresight, no sight at
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all.
If it can be said to play the role of watchmaker
in nature, it is the blind watchmaker.
The watchmaker is a false analogy because it
assumes that if two objects sharp. nnp common quality
they must have another quality in common.
•

A watch is complex.

•

A watch has a watchmaker.

•

The universe is also complex.

The last step is wrong because it concludes
something that is not supported by the criteria.
Anocher example:
•

Leaves are complex cellular structures.

•

Leave s g r ow on trees.

•

The universe is also complex.

•

Therefore money grows on trees.

To this point, litLle has been presented in
support of present versions of evolution. Of the
living scientists, Stephen Gould of Harvard is notable
f or his researches showing the relationships of
paleontology to current investigations of molecular
b iology.
The mo st senior scientist in the field is
Ernest Mayr, an emeritus professor of biology, also at
Harvard, a classical taxonomic biologist, and along
with Gould, a skilled popularizer of science to the
p ublic.
The newest boy on the block is an enfant terrible,
a professor at Oxford with a chair dealing with public
policy, Richard Dawkins, Charles Simonyi Chair of
Public Understanding of Science at Oxford, 1995.
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One of the ost e n gaging features has bee~ the
opp ortunity to sel ec~ pithy statements.
EspeClally
good a t this is Dawklns.
Examples;

•

•

It ha s become almost a cliche to remark that
nobody boasts of ignoranc e of liter~ture , but
it i s socially acceptable to boast 19norance
of s c ience and proudly claim incompetence in
mathematics."
We admit that we are like apes, but we seldom
reali ze that we ARE apes . Our common
anc e s tor wi th the chimpanzees and gorillas is
mo r e recent than their common ancestor with
the ARian apes - the qibbons and orangutans .
The r e is no natural category that includes
c h impanzees, gorillas and orangutans but
e xc l udes humans."

•

The r e 's thi s thing call e d being so open
minde d that you r b r ains d r op out."

•

Li fe r esults from the nonrandom survival of
randomly varying replicators."

•

It is grindingly, creakingly, crashingly
obvious that if Darwinism was really a theory
of chance, it could not work."

•

But to attribute natural events to
supernatural forces is not merely lazy, i t
defines anti-science.
Besides any
intelligent designer who would wrap the
prostate gland around the ureter (urethra)
must have a wicked sense of humor."

These are some examples of statements that will
illustrate current concepts of evolution.
- ------- - --

----- -------- - - - - -- -

One of the most singular accomplishments touched
Cinc i nnati tange ntially.
Many years ago D. Carl
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Gadjusek, MD, was a resident in pediatrics.at
Childrens' Hospital in 1947.
I remember hlm only
vaguely as being quiet and uncommunicative. At some
t ime afterwards, Gadjusek went to the Highlands of New
Guinea living with the native population. These
n atives had the custom of eating the cooked brains,
marrow, and viscera of their human victims killed in
battle.
subsequently, many years later they developed
a neurological disease, kuru, "trembling with fear"
c h aracterized by degeneration of the central nervous
s y stem and death.
The disease was similar to a fatal
d isease, common in sheep, called scrapie.
It is also a
f atal degenerative disease of the nervous system. With
r e cognition of scrapie and its relation to kuru, I have
g i ven up calves brains with capers and black butter.
~o return to the important part of this story, in 1976
r . Gadjusek received the Nobel Prize in Medicine for
. i s recognition of kuru being due to an unidentified
~ n fectious agent.
It was related to the dietary habits
o f the natives. A relationship to Creuzfeldt - Jakob
~ l sease, very similar to kuru, was suggested.
Note at
~h at point no causative agent had been identified.
This tale reached a climax this September when the
.obel Prize in Medicine was awarded to Stanley B.
? r usiner for his discover of a new type of agent
a using a group of baffling neurological diseases
l n cluding ~crapie, and bovine spongiform encephalopathy
(mad cow dlsease), Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease and fatal
f a milial insomnia.
In all of these diseases the brain
b e comes filled with holes, much like a sponge. The
p a tient or animal loses muscle control and becomes
d e mented.
The diseases are fatal. After thirty years
o f research Dr. Prusiner advanced the hypothesis that
t h ese conditions were due to the presence of an
abnormal protein that he named prions (proteinaceous
i n fectious particles). These prions are not like
v iruses or other micro-organisms. They are produced by
a gene found in all cells but are folded differently
t han normal prions and then induce chains of the
a bnormal prions that then eat away at normal brain
tissue. No one has actually iden~;f;ed either a normQI
o r an abnormal prion.
Prusiner has simply advanced an
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hypothesis for which the Prize was awarded. Of course
not all experts agree with this hypothesis and
considerab le efforts will be required in coming years
to either support or refute this hypothesis.
In order
to conclude that prions or some other agent, e.g. a
virus, produce this family of diseases, Koch's
postulates need to be fulfilled.
The agent must
produce the disease.
It must be isolated from the
patient and/or animal.
It must be introduced into
anothe r host to reproduce the disease. This sequence
is the ultimate step.
What has all this to do with me. At one point in
his life, Prusiner was a student at Walnut Hills High
School. According to his long time friend, Dr. Richard
Lowenthal, Prusiner was a member of a fraternity called
the Round Towners.
This club was founded in 1932 and I
was its first president. My claim to fame is that I am
the s ole founding President of a club that has included
a Nobel Laureate as a member!
One of the intriguing features of this particular
paper has been browsing between the many books other
publications and a tremendous mass of excellent
material from the Internet.
The many fruitful forays into the scientific
literature have been greatly facilitated by my
associate, Gloria Adamek, Ph.D., whose help I wish to
acknowledge.
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